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Property and Casualty Insurance License Exam CramQue, 2004
If you are preparing for a career in property and casualty insurance, you need to pick up a copy of Property and Casualty Insurance License Exam Cram. You will quickly learn the concepts, laws, rate calculations and state and federal regulations that will be covered on the exam. You'll also receive a CD that...
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IP Addressing FundamentalsCisco Press, 2002
The reader-friendly explanation of how the IP address space works and how it is used

* A reader-friendly introduction to the complex and confusing topic of IP addressing
* Thorough and understandable explanations of the binary mathematics behind IP addressing
* Complete coverage of the IPv4 address space without distractions of...
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Learn Linux in a Month of LunchesManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Learn Linux in a Month of Lunches shows you how to install and use Linux for all the things you do with your OS, like connecting to a network, installing software, and securing your system. Whether you're just curious about Linux or have to get up and running for your job, you'll appreciate...
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Expert One on One OraclePeer Information Inc, 2001
One of the problems with  having plenty of development options is in trying to figure out which one might  be the best choice for your particular needs. Everyone wants as much flexibility  as possible (as many choices as they can possibly have) but they also want  things to be very cut and dry;...
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End User Development (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2006
By now, most people have become familiar with the basic functionality and interfaces of computers. However, developing new or modified applications that effectively support users' goals still requires considerable expertise in programming that cannot be expected from most people. Thus, one fundamental challenge for the coming years is to develop...
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A First Course in Probability (8th Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	A First Course in Probability, Eighth Edition, features clear and intuitive explanations of the mathematics of probability theory, outstanding problem sets, and a variety of diverse examples and applications. This book is ideal for an upper-level undergraduate or graduate level introduction to probability for math, science, engineering...
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Implementation Strategies for SAP R/3 in a Multinational Organization: Lessons from a Real-World Case StudyCybertech Publishing, 2006
The purpose of this book is to assemble many of the theories related to implementing
an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, provide the history of
implementation of SAP R/3 system in a multinational company during 1991-
2004, and analyze the practice using the theories. We include a chapter that
discusses the new products...
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Using Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2003Apress, 2005
This is the fundamental, definitive reference to Microsoft Small Business Server 2003.  And it is relevant for all audiences:  for beginners just embracing the notion of computerizing their small businesses, to IT consultants specializing in SBS implementation and deployment.
The book focuses on pragmatic solutions, not drawn-out theoretical...
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The Essential John NashPrinceton Press, 2007
"John Nash's creative work in game theory has of course had the most profound influence on both its mathematics and its practical applications in economics. It is very good to see his work in this area joined with his other mathematical contributions in a single volume, to give a more rounded perspective."--Kenneth J. Arrow, 1972 Nobel...
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Network Programming with Rust: Build fast and resilient network servers and clients by leveraging Rust's memory-safety and concurrency featuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	Learn to write servers and network clients using Rust

	Key Features
		
			Build a solid foundation in Rust while also mastering important network programming details
	
			Leverage the power of a number of available libraries to perform network operations in Rust
	
			Develop a fully...
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Microprocessor Architecture: From Simple Pipelines to Chip MultiprocessorsCambridge University Press, 2009

	Computer architecture is at a turning point. Radical changes occurred in the 1980s when the Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) philosophy, spurred in good part by academic research, permeated the industry as a reaction to the Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) complexities. Today, three decades later, we have reached a point where...
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An Introduction to Human Molecular Genetics: Mechanisms of Inherited DiseasesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	The Second Edition of this internationally acclaimed text expands its coverage of the molecular genetics of inherited human diseases with the latest research findings and discoveries. Using a unique, systems-based approach, the text offers readers a thorough explanation of the gene discovery process and how defective genes are linked to...
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